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Abstract
Software Effort Estimation is very crucial estimation task because of the intangible nature of software but it is very essential for developing a software application. Numerous approaches are available in software estimation method such as non-algorithmic models and algorithmic models. The main problems of SE prediction are identification of components of software project and feature selection between the projects. In this paper Modified Genetic Algorithm-Simulated Annealing (MGASA) is proposed to predict the software effort and cost estimation. In MGASA, the estimation of software is based on similar projects. Modified Genetic Algorithm (MGA) is a stochastic search algorithm. The adaptive search process has been effectively utilized in different types of challenging numerical optimization problems. The Simulated Annealing (SA) is an analogy between the way, in which the metal freezes and cools into a minimum energy crystalline structure. The main advantage of using Modified Genetic Algorithm-Simulated Annealing (MGASA) tool is to enhance the accuracy of software effort estimation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software effort estimation is an important step in the project planning. The software parameters should be considered to estimate the software effort and cost. One of the most significant parameter is the project size which should be monitored carefully. The software effort estimation and cost depends on the accurate forecasting of the software size (1). Typically, the software effort and cost estimations are very challenging process in the software project. The software projects are repeatedly not unique and there may be no previous or background knowledge about them. The software estimation models which predict the software development cost, effort and schedule of the project modules more quickly and easily are very much essential for the growth of software projects.

Even though a great amount of software research time and money have been spend to improve the accuracy of software effort estimation using different types of estimation models, due to the integral uncertainty in software development projects for example dynamic and complex interaction factors, pressure on standardization, lack of software data and intrinsic software complexity, it is unrealistic to anticipate very accurate effort estimation of a software (2) Dejaeger et al addressed this issue using large scale benchmarking study. Different types of methods are used in this study such as tree or rule based model, linear model, nonlinear model, linear regression and estimation techniques. Furthermore, the rigorous statistical testing is used for finding the subjected results and combination of least squares regression and the logarithmic transformation is performed as the best predictive attributes. Predictive attributes are the development of project, project size and environment related attributes. (3).The software project accuracy can be definite based on understanding the standardization of the software data. Since the reliability and accuracy of the software effort estimation is very significant for the software companies to gain attention, the researchers and enterprises have put their determined effort to develop the accurate software effort estimation model to anticipate the effort close to the accurate levels. In (4), Ning Nan and Donald E. Harter emphasize the role of budget and schedule in effort calculation. Magne Jorgenson et al suggest the idea of
receiving feedback about the software professional’s performance in estimation and its consequences (5). Tim Menzies et al evaluated multiple projects and concluded that the estimation should be based on clusters from available data (6). The principles of software effort estimation were explored by Ekrem Kocaguneli (7). An application based on search based optimization was proposed by Mark Harman and Ashin Massouri (8). They claimed that that the main advantages of using optimization method are scalability and robustness.

Numerous estimation methods have been proposed and can be classified depending on their simple formulation schemes such as Estimation by Expert, Algorithmic Methods including Empirical methods, Analogy based estimation schemes, Artificial Neural Network based approaches, Rule Induction methods, Decision Tree based methods, Bayesian Network approaches and Fuzzy Logic based estimation schemes. This paper describes the importance and utilization of the software effort and cost estimation method and their effort on the software project. The main advantage of using Modified Genetic Algorithm-Simulated Annealing (MGASA) tool is to enhance the accuracy of software effort estimation. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the related work in this context. Modified Genetic Algorithm-Simulated Annealing (MGASA) is described in Section 3, Section 4 discusses the Software Effort Estimation based on MGASA and Conclusion is given in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

A predictive model is needed to be accurate in order to gain confidence in a business setting. Various types of software Cost Estimation methods are analyzed and discussed in (9) and (10). Magne Jorgenson provided many guidelines based on evidences to improve the uncertainty in cost assessments and effort estimation (11). He also provided a detailed review on expert estimation methods of software effort estimation methods in (12).

Tim Menzies et al proposed COSEEKMO model in (13) which is the extended version of COCOMO model to avoid the deviation problem that arises because of comparing two or more effort estimation methods. In (14), Pichai Jodpimai et al discussed characteristics of various measures among interrelationship such as software project size, ranging from project model which is utilized for administration of the project. Underlying model is used for analysis of the different types of measures in various dimensions. For measuring characteristics of project technically, metrics are used in certain models and metrics are not suitable for very small project because of insufficient information. The project manager should give proper attention of the selection of project parameters for accurate estimations.

Attarzadeh et al proposed a novel artificial neural network (ANN) prediction model (15). It combines with Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) model as it provides better estimation results at early phase of software development. The ANN model utilized different types of attributes of past project data. This proposed approach uses 156 set of project data from NASA93 and COCOMO I. The proposed method acquired results that show 8.36% of estimation accuracy from ANN, when compared with original COCOMO II model. In (16), Sathyana Reddy et al proposes Artificial Neural Networks based software effort estimation method. This method will be improving the neural network performance that enssembles to the COCOMO Model. Single layer Feed Forward Neural Network is proposed. The neural network evolves with back propagation learning algorithm. The iterative process is done with Resilient Back Propagation algorithm. COCOMO dataset is utilized for training and testing process. The training and testing results are compared with the Single Layer Artificial Neural Network (SLANN) and SLANN with Back Propagation (BP). The proposed method shows promising results compared to other two approaches.

In software development process, confined budget and time to develop a project is very important activity. Therefore the accuracy of effort estimation plays a very significant role in software system. So the author proposes a new method for predicting time and cost of software project where two algorithms are used for this prediction namely Fuzzy Logic and Genetic Algorithm (17). Different types of parameters are used for this prediction such as memory utilized, accuracy, search time, error bit rate and build time. This approach helps to estimate the software effort efficiently. The Software Development Framework (SDF) is used to implement the Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) for
improving the effort estimation. The Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) may be used for testing and development process (18).

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) is a stochastic search algorithm. The adaptive search process which has been effectively utilized in different types of challenging numerical optimization problems. They have been effectively utilized to resolve signal processing, system identification and path planning issues. Same way, Simulated Annealing (SA) is typically utilized heuristic algorithm for combinatorial optimization which is inspired by biological species. The Simulated Annealing (SA) is an analogy between the way, in which the metal freezes and cools into a minimum energy crystalline structure (The Annealing Process). In the simulated annealing optimization process, the probability is determined by Metropolis principle while optimization solution randomly walks in its neighborhood. In this proposed approach, the software effort estimation process is done based on Modified Genetic Algorithm-Simulated Annealing (MGASA) approach. A Flow chart for the proposed MGASA is shown in the Fig.1.

IV. SOFTWARE EFFORT ESTIMATION BASED ON MGASA

Genetic algorithm uses mathematically utilizing vectors, which are having two quantities such as magnitude and direction. Genetic algorithm parameters are denoted with one dimensional vector which is represented as a chromosome in genetic terms. Therefore the values utilized in each genetic algorithm parameters can be defined as genes, which are modified utilizing natural selection. Effort estimation rules may contain different types of parameters like Exponential Moving Average (EMA), Moving Average Convergence-Divergence (MACD), etc. A Modified Genetic algorithm uses these parameters as an input value. If any small changes are attained in the estimated value, then it will be retained for the next generation in genetic algorithm phase.

There are three types of genetic operations performed such as Crossover, Mutation and Selection. Crossover denotes the reproduction. For example certain characteristics of a child are taken from its parents. Mutations are utilized to transfer one generation’s genetic diversity to next generation by introducing small changes randomly. Final process is selection, in which stage
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individual genomes are selected from future breeding (crossover).

Crossover operator: Define $S_1=\{S_{11}, S_{12}, \ldots, S_{1n}\}$, $S_2=\{S_{21}, S_{22}, \ldots, S_{2n}\}$ are two chromosomes. Offspring of crossover $S_1$ and $S_2$ are $S_3$ and $S_4$

$$S_3 = \{s_i| i \leq r, s_i \in S_1, else s_i \in S_2\} \quad (1)$$

$$S_4 = \{s_i| i \leq r, s_i \in S_2, else s_i \in S_1\} \quad (2)$$

Mutation operator: a chromosome $S_1=\{S_{11}, S_{12}, \ldots, S_{1n}\}$ $S_1 = \{s_{11}, s_{12}, \ldots, s_{1n}\}$, choose a random integer number $0 \leq r \leq n$ $0 \leq r \leq n$ represents the mutation of $S_1$.

$$S_2 = \{s_i| i \neq r, then s_i = s_{ir}, else s_i = random of \{S_1\}\} \quad (3)$$

Selection operator: Assume there are m individuals, then select $(m/2)[m/2]$ individuals and remove others. The selected individuals have “more fitness” that denotes their profits which are greater than fitness value. In Genetic algorithm fitness values are used for optimization process. Simulated annealing is used to find the optimized value. These solutions determine the probability value by using Metropolis principle.

Software effort estimation model is defined as

$$E = f(LOC, ME) \quad (4)$$

Where LOC is the number of line and $E$ denotes the Effort, $ME$ denotes methodology utilized in software project and $f$ be the nonlinear function according to the ME and LOC. $ME$ and $LOC$

Nonlinear function $f$ defines the following equation

$$E = a \cdot LOC^b + c \cdot ME^d + e \quad (5)$$

where, $a, b, c, d$ and $e$ are the five different parameters. The nonlinear function are modified in the form for proposed study

$$E = a \cdot LOC^b + c \cdot ME^d + e \cdot \ln(ME) + f \cdot \ln(LOC) + g \quad (6)$$

Modified function has seven different parameters which are $a, b, c, d, e, f$ and $g$. The main goal of this approach is to find a global optimum value of an objective function in the given searching space. Heuristic and deterministic method is used to solve multidimensional optimization problem of effort estimation. The optimal value modified function uses following equation

$$\minimize \sum_{i=1}^{n} (E_{meas} - E_{comp})^2 \quad (7)$$

Where $E_{comp}$ defines the computed value of effort according to MGASA and $E_{meas}$ is defined as measured effort value. With the intention of minimizing the total squared error, the MGASA is utilized to change the parameter values of nonlinear function.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper suggests a new methodology for the software effort and cost estimation for the software projects. These are the tasks that are difficult for any Software Project Manager. Hence the Modified Genetic Algorithm-Simulated Annealing (MGASA) soft computing technique makes the modeling method of estimating the effort and cost in more efficient manner. The MGASA approach is developed by the cost model inspired from the COCOMO model. It is implemented based on the Expert Estimation technique and tested using NASA data set. In future this methodology can be implemented and proved using other data sets also. This proposed approach is simple to implement and provide efficient result.
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